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The automatic verification of reactive systems is a major field of research.
These systems are usually modeled with variables taking values in some infinite
domains. Popular approaches for analyzing these models are based on deci-
sion procedures adapted to the variables domains. For integral variables the
Presburger arithmetic FO(Z, +, <) provides a natural logic to express linear
constraints between integral variables. This logic has positive aspects: it is de-
cidable and actually many solvers implement decision procedures for the full
logic.

Some of these solvers like LASH, LIRA and MONA are based on automata
packages. Intuitively, mappings from words to integer vectors are used to as-
sociate to automata potentially infinite sets of integer vectors (one vector per
accepted word). Usually, the minimal deterministic automata are proved canon-
ically associated to the represented sets and not on the way they have been
computed. In particular these solvers are well adapted to sets obtained after
long chains of operations like in symbolic model checking. However, extracting
geometrical properties (for instance linear constraints) from automata is a chal-
lenging problem. From a theoretical point of view, this problem has been solved
in 2005 with a polynomial time algorithm that computes Presburger formulas
from automata representing Presburger sets. The algorithm first extracts the
“necessary” linear constraints from the automaton. Then, it computes an un-
quantified Presburger formula using only these constraints, Boolean operations,
translations by integer vectors, and scaling by integer values. Note that the
algorithm that computes automata from Presburger formulas and the converse
one that produces Presburger formulas from automata provide together the very
first algorithm that normalizes Presburger formulas into unique canonical forms
that only depend on the denoted sets. Intuitively in this normalization process,
the minimization procedure for automata acts like a simplification procedure
for the Presburger arithmetic.

In this presentation, we recall the classical algorithms that produce automata
from Presburger formulas. We also recall some theoretical results like the Much-
nik criterion that provides a simple way for deciding if an automaton represents
a Presburger formula, the Cobham/Semenov theorem that characterizes the
sets that can be represented by automata with two multiplicatively indepen-
dent basis of decomposition. We also provide some hints on the construction of
Presburger formulas from automata. Finally, we show some experiments and we
provide applications of the Presburger arithmetic on the verification of infinite
state systems.
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